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Everyone’s a New Yorker on Thanksgiving Day, when young and old rise early to see what giant new balloons will fill the skies for Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade. Who first invented these "upside-down puppets"? Meet Tony Sarg, puppeteer extraordinaire! In
brilliant collage illustrations, Caldecott Honor artist Melissa Sweet tells the story of the puppeteer Tony Sarg, capturing his genius, his dedication, his zest for play, and his long-lasting gift to America—the inspired helium balloons that would become the trademark
of Macy’s Parade. Winner of the 2012 Robert F. Sibert Medal and the NCTE Orbis Pictus Award.
Meet Dog, Frog, Hog, Cat and Rat. Throw in a bog and a log and it's a recipe for trouble! Watch out, Dog!
This 90-day planner is just what your student needs! Designed with homeschooled students in mind, this thin notebook will help you keep track of all your assignments, chores, and other to-do items. Undated 6.69" x 9.61" size White paper Full-color cover with
black and white interior Spaces for nine subjects: Bible, Math, Language Arts, Reading, History, Science, Music, Arts, and blank spaces for three other subjects Daily chores checklist Blank space for other tasks Second daily pages include journaling and prep spaces
for: Prayer requests and answers Gratitude list Next day's plans and preparations Best things about the day A few lines for free journaling
A 2019 Schneider Family Award Honor Book! What’s Happening to Grandpa meets Up in this tender, sensitive picture book that gently explains the memory loss associated with aging and diseases such as Alzheimer’s. James’s Grandpa has the best balloons
because he has the best memories. He has balloons showing Dad when he was young and Grandma when they were married. Grandpa has balloons about camping and Aunt Nelle’s poor cow. Grandpa also has a silver balloon filled with the memory of a fishing trip
he and James took together. But when Grandpa’s balloons begin to float away, James is heartbroken. No matter how hard he runs, James can’t catch them. One day, Grandpa lets go of the silver balloon—and he doesn’t even notice! Grandpa no longer has
balloons of his own. But James has many more than before. It’s up to him to share those balloons, one by one.
Hot Air Balloon Diary - Travel Log Notebook - Gift for Balloon Fest Enthusiasts
Using Acceptance and Commitment Therapy and Positive Psychology to Help Teens Manage Emotions, Achieve Goals, and Build Connection
Balloons Over Broadway
Cartoon Clouds
Big Life Journal for Kids
Homeschool Student Planner
Harvey Potter was a very strange fellow indeed. He was a farmer, but he didn't farm like my daddy did. He farmed a genuine, U.S. Government Inspected Balloon Farm. So begins this enchanting original tall tale. Set in the rural south and populated with a truly unforgettable cast of
characters--including, if you look very carefully, a rabbit, a Tyrannosaurus rex, a cat, a chicken, a cow, and a pig hidden in each remarkable illustration--this is a book that is filled with wonderful impossibilities and magical imagination. Told in the great tradition of summer nights and front porch yarns,
Harvey Potter's Balloon Farm will lift your spirit right off the ground, just as it does Harvey Potter. Harvey Potter was a very strange fellow indeed. He was a farmer but not like any farmer you've ever met. He didn't grow corn, okra, or tomatoes. Harvey Potter grew balloons. No one knew exactly how
he did it, but with the help of the light of a full moon, one friendly child catches a peek of just how Harvey Potter does it. And keeps some magic for herself. "This is the best sort of fantasy imaginative, inventive, and believable. Harvey Potter is a wonder he's the owner of a genuine U.S. Government
Inspected Balloon farm. And Nolen's tale about this man, narrated by the African-American girl who learns balloon-farming magic from him, is equally wondrous.... This title should sail onto every library shelf. May Nolen grow a bumper crop of books." School Library Journal. "Downright glorious."
Publishers Weekly(starred review).
Turn your home into a Montessori home—and become a more mindful, attentive, and easygoing parent. It’s time to change the way we see toddlers. Using the principles developed by the educator Dr. Maria Montessori, Simone Davies shows how to turn life with a “terrible two” into a mutually rich
and rewarding time of curiosity, learning, respect, and discovery. With hundreds of practical ideas for every aspect of living with a toddler, here are five principles for feeding your child’s natural curiosity, from “Trust in the child” to “Fostering a sense of wonder.” Step-by-step ways to cultivate daily
routines with ease, like brushing teeth, toilet-training, dealing with siblings, losing the pacifier. Plus learn how to: Stay composed when your toddler is not and set limits with love and respect—without resorting to bribes or punishment Set up your home and get rid of the chaos Create Montessori
activities that are just right for your one-to-three-year-old Raise an inquisitive learner who loves exploring the world around them See the world through your toddler’s eyes and be surprised and delighted by their perspective Be your child’s guide—and truly celebrate every stage
In this classic of children's literature, beloved by generations of readers and listeners, the quiet poetry of the words and the gentle, lulling illustrations combine to make a perfect book for the end of the day. In a great green room, tucked away in bed, is a little bunny. "Goodnight room, goodnight moon."
And to all the familiar things in the softly lit room—to the picture of the three little bears sitting on chairs, to the clocks and his socks, to the mittens and the kittens, to everything one by one—the little bunny says goodnight. One of the most beloved books of all time, Goodnight Moon is a must for every
bookshelf and a time-honored gift for baby showers and other special events.
The animals of the African jungle have decided to play hide-and-seek. As young readers turn the pages of this colourful hide-and-seek adventure, they will learn how different creatures hide and disguise themselves. And theres the added fun of finding the clever chameleon hiding on every spread
Search for a different animal on every spread And dont forget about the chameleon Colourful and detailed illustrations introduce animals native to the African jungle. Entertaining rhyming text lends itself to reading aloud Includes fascinating facts on how and why animals camouflage themselves
Beginning Multiplication
The True Story of the Puppeteer of Macy's Parade
Harvey Potter's Balloon Farm
The Thriving Adolescent
Clever Chameleon
Kids Classroom Collection

This lovely book offers 66 original and varied origami heart designs that are simple enough for beginners to make, and challenging enough for more accomplished origami aficionados. All projects feature easy-to-follow instructions, and most are
intended for practical use, including rings, boxes, caps, coasters, and frames. in color.
Relates the incredible adventures of Professor William Waterman Sherman who in 1883 sets off in a balloon across the Pacific, survives the volcanic eruption of Krakatoa, and is eventually picked up in the Atlantic.
With everything you need for an organizational theme, this Kids Classroom Collection includes: -- *4 charts (17" x 24" each): Birthday, All-purpose, Incentive, and Calendar *A door label *10 cards *12 border strips *32 desk nameplates *35 calendar
cover-ups
Introducing Zifflin's latest adult coloring book in the Doodle series, Doodle Fusion. Featuring the dynamic and innovative illustrations of Lei Melendres. His work is inspired by digital culture, intricate patterns and the supernatural. Lei has crafted 50
intensely detailed pages for you to immerse yourself in. This anti stress coloring book allows you to unwind by combining challenging coloring with a sense of intrepid and creative adventure. Get out of your work headspace and into the world of
Doodle Fusion.
Think Happy! Coloring Book
Easy Pumpkin Carving
Groovy Girls Do-It-Yourself Drawing & Coloring Book
Curious George (Read-aloud)
The Balloon Tree
Goodnight Moon

Learn to letter beautifully with watercolor. In this stunning follow-up to her highly praised and influential first book, The Art of Brush Lettering, lettering expert and workshop instructor Kelly Klapstein (popular on Instagram as @kellycreates) shares her secrets for mastering the
essential techniques for creating lovely modern lettering and calligraphy with watercolor. Start with the basics, from choosing paints, brushes, and other supplies to preparing your paper for painting. Learn to handle watercolor paints with essential strokes and warm-ups. Explore
painting letterforms in a variety of styles,from traditional to modern. Try a range of creative techniques, including blending ombrés and rainbows, creating pictorial letterforms, and combining watercolor with other mediums. Enhance your lettering with special touches by
complementing it with handpainted backgrounds and simple illustrations. With The Art of Watercolor Lettering, you’ll learn how to master the medium—and how to go with the watercolor flow—to create one-of-a-kind lettered art and calligraphy that reflect your unique personal style.
After learning that a bee's body is too chunky for flight, Buzz the bumblebee defies the laws of aerodynamics to save a friend in need.
Oriland Balloon Ride will show you how to make fabulous origami hot air balloons of various shapes from the classic "inverted tear drop" balloons to the sophisticated round balloons à la Montgolfier! Begin your origami balloon adventure! Do-It-Yourself - fold these fantastic
volumetric designs, created by Yuri and Katrin Shumakov! There are one-piece balloon designs as well as multi-piece balloons, consisting of a balloon envelope and a basket, connected together without any glue, just using clever paper locks. Balloon envelopes differ by shapes, types
of locks, quantity of pieces of paper (modular and one-piece) and quantity of sections. There are two types of baskets presented with these origami balloons - the Square Basket and the Round Basket. In the in-depth introduction to the book, the authors are shedding light on Oriland
origami balloon designs, its different variations and gives practical advises, so that you will have all the insights to begin your origami balloon fiesta fun! There are 530 detailed step-by-step colorful vector- and photo-diagrams with thorough written instructions and 100+ photos of
examples of completed projects that will guide you through folding the 11 original origami designs. For every project, there are recommendations on paper type and size including an indication of the size of the completed model. The designs are intermediate and complex level of
folding and are a good challenge for the novice folder as well as an enjoyable experience for the expert. Fold these unique cheerful designs of hot air balloons! They can be a wonderful decoration and a treasured gift for your friends and family. Have a wonderful and fun time with
this book creating a whole fleet of fabulous origami hot air balloons! Happy folding! For free downloads of printable balloon patterns and more details on this book, visit our website at http://www.oriland.com/store/books/oriland_balloon_ride/main.php The designs included into this
book are: Hot Air Balloon (Modular Envelope, Outside Top Lock), Square Basket, 1-Piece Hot Air Balloon (Outside Top Lock), 1-Piece Tubby Balloon (Outside Top Lock), Hot Air Balloon (Modular Envelope, Inside Top Lock), the 1-Piece Hot Air Balloon (Inside Top Lock),
1-Piece Tubby Balloon (Inside Top Lock), Montgolfier Balloon (8-Module Envelope), Round Basket, Montgolfier Balloon (4-Module Envelope), Montgolfier Balloon (1-Piece Envelope).
Master precuts with this compete and indispensable guide to working with Charm Packs, Layer Cakes, Jelly Rolls, Turnovers, and more! Sew 25 traditional blocks from squares, half-square triangles, and precut strips with timesaving tips and tricks from the one and only Missouri Star
Quilt Company. You’ll cover all the basics, including precut options, standard quilt sizes and needle types. Plus, finish your quilt like a pro with yardage and cutting info for borders, backings, and bindings! Easy-to-use charts, tables, and illustrations are at your fingertips in this
handy, spiral-bound guide that’s easy to take with you.
Eagle Strike
Buzz
Every Kid Needs Things That Fly
Fabulous Origami Hot Air Balloons
The Blue Balloon
The Montessori Toddler
Accent your classroom theme, encourage good behavior, create award, and so much more with these Colorful Cut-Outs(R)!
A small blue truck finds his way out of a jam, with a little help from his friends.
“He was a good little monkey and always very curious.” This is how H. A. Rey and his wife, Margret, first introduced their now beloved troublemaker-hero to young readers in 1941. This picture ebook features the Reys’ original (quite dramatic!) story of how
George first encountered the man in the yellow hat in Africa. For more monkey fun, investigate www.curiousgeorge.com and discover all the latest on Curious George books, promotions, games, activities, and more!
Kipper the dog has found a soggy blue balloon in the garden. At first, it seems like an ordinary balloon, but it's not. It's full of fun, magic and endless possibilities... 30 years after it was first published, The Blue Balloon is a celebrated picture book classic. It
features the very first appearance of Mick Inkpen's much-loved puppy charachter, Kipper, and has delighted millions of children worldwide. This playful tale of imagination, complete with fantastic fold-out pages, is a classic to be treasured, loved and shared
time and time again. This gorgeous anniversary edition comes complete with special bonus material and is an absolute must for all Kipper fans!
Complicated Cats
My Granny Went to Market
The Twenty-one Balloons
Or, Journeys and Discoveries in Africa by Three Englishmen
What Color Is Your Parachute?
Spooktacular Patterns, Tips & Ideas

Doodle, draw & design! One-of-a-kind creations that will brighten your world, wow your friends, and show off your personality! Draw Groovy is all about having fun while expressing yourself. Follow simple steps to draw owls,
peace signs, shooting stars and other adorable doodles, then let loose with crazy-cool color and designs to make each creation totally original and uniquely yours. No two will be exactly the same, so the fun never ends! 60
lessons feature... • Groovy subjects like flowers, birds, mandalas, cats and hot air balloons. • Step-by-step instructions that make is super-easy to draw each design. • Oodles of fabulous fill-patterns to mix, match and make.
This clever companion to This Is a Ball and Did You Take the B from My _ook? is the perfect read-aloud for the giggling masses who love Hervé Tullet's Press Here, Lane Smith's It's a Book!, and BJ Novak's The Book With No
Pictures. The Books That Drive Kids CRAZY! series offers parents, teachers, and storytellers a hilarious script for fun reading time with children. In book 3, This Book Is Red, something is clearly bonkers when the narrator
insists that frogs and penguins are obviously the same color as lobsters--and the claims get more outrageous from there. What is up with this nonsense? Kids will demand to know--and all readers will be howling with
laughter all along the way. With strikingly simple text and art, Books That Drive Kids CRAZY! are ideal picks for emergent readers.
The fourth, thrilling episode in the number one bestselling Alex Rider series. In the fourth book in the number one bestselling Alex Rider series by Anthony Horowitz, teenage spy Alex is in the South of France, hoping to
sever his links with MI6. But when a sudden attack on his hosts plunges Alex back into a world of violence, he soon uncovers a plan called Eagle strike – a discovery more terrible than anything he could have imagined.
Adolescents face unique pressures and worries. Will they pass high school? Should they go to college? Will they find love? And what ways do they want to act in the world? The uncertainty surrounding the future can be
overwhelming. Sadly, and all too often, if things don’t go smoothly, adolescents will begin labeling themselves as losers, unpopular, unattractive, weird, or dumb. And, let’s not forget the ubiquitous ‘not good enough’ story
that often begins during these formative years. These labels are often carried forward throughout life. So what can you do, now, to help lighten this lifelong burden? The Thriving Adolescent offers teachers, counselors, and
mental health professionals powerful techniques for working with adolescents. Based in proven- effective acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT), the skills and tips outlined in this book will help adolescents and teens
manage difficult emotions, connect with their values, achieve mindfulness and vitality, and develop positive relationships with friends and family. The evidence-based practices in this book focus on developing a strong sense
of self, and will give adolescents the confidence they need to make that difficult transition into adulthood. Whether it’s school, family, or friend related, adolescents experience a profound level of stress, and often they lack
the psychological tools to deal with stress in productive ways. The skills we impart to them now will help set the stage for a happy, healthy adulthood. If you work with adolescents or teens, this is a must-have addition to your
professional library.
Little Blue Truck
Oriland Balloon Ride
Handy Reference Guide + 25 Precut-Friendly Block Patterns
Creative Haven Steampunk Fashions Coloring Book
A Beginner's Step-by-Step Guide to Painting Modern Calligraphy and Lettered Art
A Parent's Guide to Raising a Curious and Responsible Human Being
Joseph Remnant’s first original graphic novel Cartoon Clouds follows the recent art school graduate Seth Fallon and his three friends as they try to navigate that anxiety fueled time between finishing school and trying to
figure out what the hell they’re going to do with the rest of their lives. With a mountain of debt and no clear path to financial or emotional stability, Seth struggles to find a creative direction that won’t leave him
homeless. In this world of fashion conscious art snobs, talentless social media “gurus,” and drug addled, trust fund hipsters, he tries to hold on to the few meaningful relationships he has when the institution that held
them together is no longer a part of their lives. Drawn in a naturalistic style while never losing its essential cartoon idiom and written as an ongoing conversation among the characters that uncannily captures the
preoccupations, fears, and ambitions of twentysomethings embarking upon their life, the philosophical nature of Cartoon Clouds is reminiscent of the films of Erich Rhoemer or Noah Baumbach. Cartoonist Joseph Remnant has
been a prominent presence in the cartooning scene over the last decade, self-publishing his own comic book Blindspot, illustrating Harvey Pekar’s acclaimed Cleveland, and appearing in such magazines as The Believer.
A latest edition of the companion workbook to the popular job-seeker's reference incorporates write-in sections for recording and learning from job search details, in a resource that invites readers to explore options
using the author's latest methods.
Based on fashions from steampunk literature, 31 original designs combine Victorian-era clothing with goggles, clocks, and other technological accessories. The intricacy and post-apocalyptic air of the illustrations offer
creatively challenging, unique coloring experiences.
Time to de-stress and make colorful works of art! Be inspired as you immerse yourself in this beautiful medley of Joyful designs! Color 31 full-page complex yet relaxing joyful-inspired designs. Heavyweight paper is
superior to that of other coloring books. Designs are printed on only one side of a page -- no bleed-through. Each page is micro-perforated for ease of removal and display of your artwork. Acid-free paper helps preserve
your work. Short-circuit the stress as you color these meditative patterns! Coloring book measures 9-1/2 inches wide by 9 inches high (24.13 cm wide by 22.86 cm high). Binding lies flat for ease of use. For artists and
colorists of all levels.
Joyful Inspirations Artist's Coloring Book (31 Stress-Relieving Designs)
Craft, Pattern, Color, Chill
Quilter's Precut Companion
Origami Hearts
The Big Book of Conflict Resolution Games: Quick, Effective Activities to Improve Communication, Trust and Collaboration
Hot Air Balloons Cut-Outs
Provides instructions for building a variety of flying machines.
Make workplace conflict resolution a game that EVERYBODY wins! Recent studies show that typical managers devote more than a quarter of their time to resolving coworker disputes. The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games offers a wealth of activities and exercises for groups of any size that let
you manage your business (instead of managing personalities). Part of the acclaimed, bestselling Big Books series, this guide offers step-by-step directions and customizable tools that empower you to heal rifts arising from ineffective communication, cultural/personality clashes, and other specific
problem areas—before they affect your organization's bottom line. Let The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games help you to: Build trust Foster morale Improve processes Overcome diversity issues And more Dozens of physical and verbal activities help create a safe environment for teams to
explore several common forms of conflict—and their resolution. Inexpensive, easy-to-implement, and proved effective at Fortune 500 corporations and mom-and-pop businesses alike, the exercises in The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games delivers everything you need to make your workplace
more efficient, effective, and engaged.
“Don’t worry,” said Princess Leora’s father just before he left for the tournament. “If anything goes wrong, release a bunch of balloons from the castle tower. Wherever I am, I will see them and come home right away.” Now, something is wrong—very wrong. Princess Leora’s grumpy uncle, the
Archduke, wants to be king, and the very first thing he does is pop every balloon in the kingdom. Princess Leora is afraid, but she doesn't give up. If she can find just one whole balloon, the kingdom will be saved!
Published to accompany the Royal Academy exhibition 'Matisse in the Studio', this book is the first in English to explore the essential role that Henri Matisse's personal collection of objects played in his studio practice. Featured frequently in the modern master's bold paintings, drawings, and cut-outs,
and influencing the development of his work in sculpture, Matisse's objects formed a secret history hiding in plain sight. Works that span the artist's entire career are presented here alongside the objects that inspired them, from Asian vases and African masks to intricate textiles from the Islamic world.
With lush illustrations and archival images, Matisse in the Studio provides exceptional insights into the world of the artist at work.
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Zifflin's Coloring Book
Draw Groovy
Dog on Log
Five Weeks in a Balloon
Books That Drive Kids CRAZY!: This Book Is Red
The Art of Watercolor Lettering

HOT AIR BALLOON JOURNAL Up, Up and Away! We took our first Hot Air Balloon ride a couple of years ago. Boy I wished I had taken something like this to log what I saw and notate all we saw and experienced. Take the book with you everywhere you go
and never miss capturing all of the flight details. This makes an excellent keepsake memory book to hand down to your family and share with friends FEATURES: *120 Pages to track hot air balloon flight details *Beautiful Colorful Cover Art *Designed to help
you capture the details *High quality matte cover and heavy paper inside DIMENSIONS: 6x9 inches making it the perfect travel size for your backpack, laptop bag or purse. It is an easy accessory to carry on the flight as it won't weigh you down! This guided
prompt log book trip tracker is perfect for anyone serious about logging their hot air balloon excursions and adventures. The pages are fully guided with ample writing space so you never forget how much fun you had and what you saw. Retain the experience
of bringing your trek to life with this fantastic record-keeping notebook. You even have a spot to include a sketch or pictures. Click on our author link Hot Air Balloon Flight Journals right below the title to view and purchase other themed hot air balloon flight
trackers. ADD TO CART These are easy to use and make great gifts for grandmothers and grandfathers, athletes, retirees, mom and dad. Hot air balloon pilots, balloonists, enthusiasts and adventure seekers will love it. It makes a great stocking stuffer so
get one for you and one to share.
An illustrated and guided journal for children.
Cheer up and color! With three times as many coloring pages as ordinary coloring books, this big coloring anthology offers 96 playful art activities that will unleash your inner artist. Each sparkling, upbeat illustration is designed to help you relax and unwind
while you exercise your creativity. Beautifully colored finished examples are provided, along with a handy guide to basic art techniques, from patterning and combinations to shading and color theory. This optimistic coloring book is perfect for decorating with
markers, colored pencils, gel pens, or watercolors. Printed on high-quality, extra-thick paper that resists bleed-through, all of the illustrations are perforated for easy removal and display. This book has earned the DO Magazine Artist Fair Trade Seal of
Approval.
Complicated Cat coloring book for Cat loving adults and older children. With 50 single sided cat face coloring pages, illustrated by Antony Briggs. Each sheet has an illustration on one side and a decorative black and grey cat pattern on the reverse. This
helps to stop your felt tips bleeding through to the page below. Each of the 25 illustrations is featured twice, this opens up lots of coloring options. Black line version: A black lined drawing on a black background. It takes less time to complete and the dark
background really helps your colors to stand out. Outline/grey version: This version gives you a grey outline version of the image on a white background. This gives you the freedom to go over the lines, color the background and fill in the outlines. Cats
include: Abyssinian - Alley cat - American Curl - American Shorthair - American Wirehair - British Shorthair - Devon Rex - Exotic Shorthair - Ginger Tom - Manx - Norwegian Forest Cat - Persian - Ragamuffin - Ragdoll - Savannah Cat - Scottish Fold - Selkirk
Rex - Siamese - Siberian - Singapura - Snow Shoe Cat - Sphynx - Tabby Cat - Tortoise Shell - Tuxedo Cat Part of the Complicated Coloring Series. Also Available: Detailed Dogs- A Complicated Canine Coloring book.
A Fiddly Feline Coloring Book
The Remember Balloons
Matisse in the Studio
Doodle Fusion
Hot Air Balloon Journal
Carve the perfect Halloween masterpiece! Whether you're a first-time pumpkin carver or an experienced pro, create the best jack-o-lantern on the block with this handy guide. Impress those trick-ortreaters with clever, easy-to-carve pumpkin ideas. Easy Pumpkin Carving offers tips and tricks for fang-tastic pumpkin carving with techniques that go way beyond traditional methods. Create luminary
pumpkins and etched pumpkins, combine multiple pumpkins in creative ways, or embellish pumpkins without even touching a knife. With inspirational color photos and a dozen ready-to-use pumpkin carving
patterns, you're sure to have a spooktacular Halloween with this book.
"Five Weeks in a Balloon" by Jules Verne. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers
and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
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